
Homework Week 9: 10 March 2019

Grade : 2                     Name:_________________

Class:__________

Review Sheet 2 for the Exams:  17-28 March 2019
Read the sentences.  Look at the pictures.

Circle the correct answer.

1. I can :

a) touch a cat

b) taste an icecream

c) smell an onion

2. I can

a) touch a teddy bear

b) It feels round and soft.

c) It feels rough.

3.It makes a :

a)high sound

b)no sound

c) quiet sound

4.I’m eating something:

a) hot and salty

b)cold and juicy

c)cold and sweet

5. Can you

a) climb a tower?

b) make a plane?

c) drive a car?

6. Can you :

a)float in a boat?

b)make bread?

c)ride a motorcycle ?

7. Circle the  3 mistakes in the sentence.

  Write it again correctly.
 

you can ridea motorcycle very fast
 

 

 

8. Circle the  3 mistakes in the sentence.

  Write it again correctly.
 

thereis a little boat

9. Circle the  3 mistakes in the sentence.

  Write it again correctly.
 

there are three smallwhite sheep
 

 

10. Fill in the missing words in the sentence.

 
 

Come for a ride in my __________     ________

     _____________.
 

 

 

11. Write a sentence to answer the question

 

What do you see?
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Review Sheet 3 for the Exams:  17-28 March 2019

Look at the pictures.

Write the missing letters.

There is one example. 

Example a  p       p    l     e

1. ch____ ____ ____s

 

2. pota___ ____ ____s

3. h______ ______ ____y

4. t_______ ______ ______h

5. c______ ______ ______k
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Review Sheet 4 for the Exams:  17-28 March 2019

Look at the picture.

Complete the sentence with one word only.

There is one example.

Example

 

 

 

 

The     girl          is collecting eggs.

 

 

1.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Al Yazia is __________________ icecream.
 

2.

 

 

A girl is ______________ flowers.

3.

I can touch with my ____________.

4.

He is driving a ______________.

5.

I can _______________ a plane. 

 

 


